Supporting Information S1:

Metrics development methods

Summary statistics

The summary statistics used in this study included, mean, standard deviation (SD), minimum value (Min), and maximum value (Max) of tree height (Table S3). All the metrics were computed in a GIS environment using ArcGIS 9.3 [1].

Patch-based metrics

Patch-based metrics based on two-dimensional vegetation distribution were derived by classifying the NBCD forest height maps into binary forest-non-forest maps. Vegetation height values larger than 0 were assigned as habitat and the rest of the cells as non-habitat, and vertical height information were discarded (Figure 2). Within each landscape a set of patch-based metrics (Table S3) were calculated using Fragstats [2]. The metrics in this group included patches (NP), mean patch area (Area.MN), standard deviation of patch area (Area.SD), mean fractal dimension index (FRAC.MN), standard deviation of fractal dimension (FRAC.SD), total edge (TE) and edge density (ED) where fractal dimension index was a measure of complexity of shape based on perimeter-area relationships.

Height-structured patch-based metrics

We used a pixel-based segmentation approach to create vertical patches and edges within continuous habitat patches. The pixel-based approach relies on a set of global thresholds to classify pixels into different groups, and then spatially connected pixels from the same group are segmented from the surrounding areas and assigned with different group memberships. The
classification process only depends on the attribute value of a specific pixel. It is a relatively simple method compared with edge-based and region-based methods which consider variation of attribute values in the neighboring regions when assigning group memberships [3]. We selected a set of thresholds using quintile classification based on frequency of height values across 1751 landscapes. The forest height values were classified into five groups using four thresholds: 20, 40, 60, and 80 percentile values at 15.4, 17.6, 19.4, and 21.8 m respectively (Figure 2).

A set of metrics similar to the ones in metric set (B) was then derived. A diversity index (Shannon’s diversity index (SHDI)) was included to measure the richness of height classes, and a contrast weight matrix (see Table below) was used to calculate four adjacent contrast metrics. The contrast matrix is symmetrical with weights ranging from 0 (no contrast) to 1 (maximum contrast). When adjacent areas have great height differences, vertical edges separating the areas are weighted heavily and thus have a large contribution to the weighted edge measurements (Table S3). The resulting contrast weighted edge density (CWED) was derived from sum of weighted edges at the landscape level. Mean and standard deviation of an edge contrast index (ECON.MN & ECON.SD)) summarizes the distribution of weighted edge lengths of all patches, including vertical patches within a specific landscape [2].

Second-order texture metrics

We calculated a set of second-order texture metrics using the texture filter in ENVI 4.7 [4]. A variety of texture metrics have been used to characterize habitat structure [5]. We developed five texture measures: angular second moment (ASM), contrast, homogeneity, entropy, and dissimilarity. The metrics were developed by processing the NBCD tree height map with a $3 \times 3$
moving window. For our purposes, non-forest land cover types were reclassified as having 0 height value.

**Random Forest Model**

In essence, RF model is an ensemble machine learning technique which consists of a compilation of multiple regression trees, a method proven to be better than the single regression tree analysis [6]. The regression tree method seeks to construct a set of binary splits on the predictor variables; the dependent variable is predicted through recursive partitioning. The selected splits are the ones that maximize the homogeneity of the two resulting groups. In comparison, each tree in random forests method is built with a subset of variables randomly chosen. At each node, the number of predictors tested for the best split is also randomized. Like bagging trees method [7], the trees are grown to maximum size without pruning.

About 37% of data are randomly drawn as the out-of-bag (OOB) observations and excluded in the construction of every tree. The OOB error estimation provides a cross-validation mechanism, thus test sets or extra cross-validation is not necessary. The performance of the random forest models was estimated using percent of variance explained: \( R^2 = 1 - \text{MSE/ observed variance} \), where MSE is mean square error between OOB predictions and observations[8,9].
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Table. Contrast matrix for weighted edge metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forest Height Class</th>
<th>NO.1 (2.8-15.4m)</th>
<th>NO.2 (15.4-17.6m)</th>
<th>NO.3 (17.6-19.4m)</th>
<th>NO.4 (19.4-21.8m)</th>
<th>NO.5 (21.8-53.7m)</th>
<th>Non-forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-forest</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>